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Momocca is a young brand with the ambition to transform corpo-
rate spaces and with the expertise of knowing that flexible, warm 
and quality furniture is sought, with responsible production. 

Its product is characterized by being: 

· Hybrid, contract furniture of domestic appearance

· Flexible, modular and highly adaptable

· Noble, authentic in quality and responsible production

· Unique, for its design with character

His designs within the domestic aspect seek to remain in time, 
with organic forms dialoguing with natural materials. 

Its company philosophy is based on creating long-term relations-
hips through honesty, valuing people and their satisfaction. They work 
on the move, with active listening and being creative o�ering com-
mitment and responsibility. A young spirit that allows them to work 
driving design thinking, digitalization and agile methodologies.
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ORIGIN

Momocca was born in 2017, with a team of two, Pablo and Lourdes, 
founders of the brand. 

The aim was to create a collection of innovative and quality hybrid 
products to adapt to di�erent solutions. Own di�erent design both in 
form and matter.

PRESENT

Today Momocca has reached more than 20 countries and continues 
to drive the brand in its internationalization. The design has been 
open to collaborations with prestigious designers while maintaining 
the Momocca style.

FUTURE

The aim is to create a peaceful, domestic design culture, which lives 
in contract, encouraging the creation of spaces that will last both aes-
thetically and quality.

Origin, present and future
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The story behind Momocca is that of Lourdes and Pablo. 
Lourdes is creative and emotional, Pablo is meticulous and sensible. 
The perfect pairing that has led them to form two families: the perso-
nal and the professional. Momocca is a reflection of all this; closeness, 
sincerity and humanity.

Lourdes is an architect. She knows the challenge of giving life to spa-
ces through interior design and knows that every project and every 
client is unique. That’s why he strives to create versatile designs 
that can be adapted to any need.

Pablo is an engineer. He has extensive experience in the industrial 
fabric of the sector and knows that the national product is a safe bet. 
Working with quality materials and suppliers that take care of the 
details and work sustainably is his maximum.

Together they have shaped Momocca, a furniture firm that with its 
team of professionals from Design, Marketing, Sales and Operations, 
responds to the needs of furnishing spaces designed to promote the 

well-being of people.
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MISSION

To respond to the needs of furniture in corporate spaces through 
flexible, quality and domestic aspect products.

VISION

Transform contract spaces to encourage people to participate in 
them and feel them as their own.
Promote more transversal corporate cultures. 

VALUES

Honesty. In product, internal and external treatment, we go in 
synchrony with the transparency.

Listen. Brand connected to our audience to identify 
real needs and o�er value solutions.

Flexibility. Versatility in solutions and development.

Responsibility. We are committed to solving challenges and 
reduce impact.

Transversality. In all our corporate culture, everyone is equally 
important.

Mission, vision and values
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USP: Unique Selling Proposition

Quality auxiliary products with domestic 
appearance and flexible functionality that provide 
solutions to collaborative spaces and management.

BOLD 
LIVING 
CONTRACT 
FURNITURE

Products of domestic appearance designed 
to solve contract problems from 
the intelligence and the flexibility.
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5 collections that respond to the needs of the most demanding 
spaces. Get to know them:

ADARA
JULIA
DANIA
OLGA
EMMA

Versatile products, 
with a unique design and 
sustainable local production.

· Sideboards
· Shelving systems
· Dressing rooms
· Tables
· Desks
· Chairs
· Co�ee tables
· Couches
· Beds and headboards

Collections
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Solutions to dress up home 
and contract spaces that look 
for everything.



marketing@momocca.com
+34 627 889 567

Parque Tecnológico | C/ de Juan de la Cierva y 
Codorniu, 10, Planta 2-D1 (46980 Paterna, Valencia)




